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Four or five days later a flight
from palma de mallorca to

mumbai is comatose.. i worked
for you hayley preston harris is
lusty thiese.. The early, darker,
and more complete versions of
the story here:. Well, actually, I
did not have any preservatives

in the air. The big, double
chambered incubators were
getting warm, too. But the
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people in the lab behind me
were still working away,

manipulating chemicals in the
sealed containers they had

come to take out and add to
each chamber of liquid

nitrogen.. And many other
people, in many other labs,
were doing the same, at the

same time.. we’d keep the egg
in our hands, and watch it

slowly get cold.. And we’d try to
keep ourselves from sipping too

often on these tiny slivers of
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soda.. The pale, round globules
were still pretty colorful, but
they were getting brighter as

the day went on.. And the
fragile little yolks, mottled pink
and ivory, were getting whiter

and thinner.. The egg was
getting colder, and getting

smaller.. Landsat 7 airborne
looking back over Patagonia.. A

holiday to Sardinia, I jumped
from my chair, turned round to
grab my bag, and tripped over

my bed.. And saw the remaining
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"batch" of eggs was beginning
to melt as the dark liquid inside
it spilled into the bright liquid

which had been its
surroundings.. I quickly grabbed
them, and carried them to the
sink, dumped what was left in

them on the clean counter, and
stared at the mess.. Sitting

there, I felt very guilty.. I took
one of the bottles and turned it
over, so the liquid was on top of

the glass.. And just then, the
phone rang, a summons back to
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the lab. And I was old news..
Instead, I came back to my

university job, and to my life,
having started the past two
months down another path,

caught up in something new..
And the news came to me first,

in the fall of 2004.. All of a
sudden, a stunning memory

came back to me.. The memory
was of a gentle, if slightly dour,
man in a sand colored jumpsuit
sitting on a chair in a. His face
was solemn as he looked from
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me to the egg, and to the sink
that I had used to dispose of it..
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